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[Title of the Invention] LIQUID CRYATAL ELEMENT AND

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

[Abstract]

[Object] There are provided a liquid crystal element which

can be formed by enclosing a liquid crystal between a pair

of substrates having at least one transparent substrate,

which is not affected by hardness or softness of substrates

compared with a conventional liquid crystal element, and can

keep the thickness of the liquid crystal layer constant over

a long period and stably obtain desired contrast and

reflectance, and a simple method of manufacturing the same.

[Solving Means] This liquid crystal element includes:

first and second substrates la and lb, at least one of which

is transparent and which are disposed opposite to each

other; a plurality of columnar structures 2 which are

installed between the substrates la and lb; and a liquid

crystal 3 which is enclosed in a space among the columnar

structures 2 between the substrates la and lb, wherein the

columnar structures 2 are formed of photoresist obtained

from a photoresist material with an SP value of 10-15.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A liquid crystal element comprising:

a first substrate and a second substrate, at least one
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of which is transparent and which are disposed opposite to

each other;

a plurality of columnar structures installed between

the first and second substrates; and

a liquid crystal enclosed within a space between the

columnar structures provided between the first and second

substrates,

wherein the columnar structures are formed of a polymer

material obtained from a material with an SP value of 10-15.

[Claim 2] The liquid crystal element according to Claim 1,

wherein the polymer material is photoresist.

[Claim 3] The liquid crystal element according to any

one of Claims 1 and 2, wherein each of the columnar

structures formed of the polymer material has a height of

about 3 to 20 |im.

[Claim 4] The liquid crystal element according to any one

of Claims 1 and 2, wherein each of the columnar structures

formed of the polymer material has a height of about 5 to 15

|im.

[Claim 5] The liquid crystal element according to any one

of Claims 1 through 4, wherein each of the first and second

substrates has an electrode, and the first and second

substrates are disposed such that the corresponding

electrodes are disposed opposite to each other.

[Claim 6] The liquid crystal element according to any one
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of Claims 1 through 5, wherein at least one of the first and

second substrates, which is disposed on the observing side

of the liquid crystal element , is one of a transparent glass

plate and a transparent synthetic resin film.

[Claim 7] The liquid crystal element according to any one

of Claims 1 through 6, wherein the peripheral edges of the

first and second substrates are joined by means of a sealing

material

.

[Claim 8] The liquid crystal element according to any one

of Claims 1 through 7, wherein an insulating layer is formed

between the columnar structures and the first and/or second

substrates

.

[Claim 9] The liquid crystal element according to any one

of Claims 1 through 8, wherein an alignment layer is formed

between the columnar structures and the first and/or second

substrates

.

[Claim 10] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

element, the method comprising:

coating a photoresist material with an SP value of 10-

15 on one surface of a first substrate to a predetermined

thickness

;

forming a predetermined exposure pattern by exposing

the photoresist material coating layer;

obtaining a plurality of columnar structures

corresponding to the exposure pattern by developing the
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coating layers-

covering the columnar structures with a second

substrate so that the second substrate overlaps the first

substrate; and

disposing a liquid crystal between the columnar

structures

.

[Claim 11] The method according to Claim 10, wherein

the photoresist material is coated to a thickness of about 3

to 20 [im.

[Claim 12] The method according to Claim 10, wherein

the photoresist material is coated to a thickness of about 5

to 15 nm.

[Claim 13] The method according to any one of Claims 10

through 12, further comprising, before exposing the

photoresist material coating layer, pre-baking the

photoresist material coating layer.

[Claim 14] The method according to any one of Claims

10 through 13, further comprising, after exposing the

photoresist material coating layer and before developing the

coating layer, performing a post-exposure baking process on

the photoresist material coating layer.

[Claim 15] The method according to any one of Claims

10 through 14, further comprising, after developing the

photoresist material coating layer and before overlapping

the first and second substrates, performing a post-exposure
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process and a post-baking process on the columnar structures

obtained by the developing process.

[Claim 16] The method according to any one of Claims 10

through 15, wherein substrates having respective electrodes

are used as the first and second substrates, respectively,

and wherein the photoresist material is coated on a surface

of the first substrate on which an electrode is formed and,

simultaneously, covered with the second substrate such that

a surface of the second substrate on which an electrode is

formed faces the columnar structures.

[Claim 17] The method according to any one of Claims

10 through 16, wherein at least one of the first and second

substrates, which is disposed on the observing side of the

liquid crystal element, makes use of one of a transparent

glass plate and a transparent synthetic resins film.

[Claim 18] The method according to any one of Claims

10 through 17, further comprising joining the peripheral

edges of the first and second substrates by means of a

sealing material.

[Claim 19] The method according to any one of Claims

10 through 18, further comprising forming an alignment layer

between the columnar structures and the first and/or second

substrates

.

[Claim 20] The method according to any one of Claims

10 through 19, further comprising forming an insulating
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layer between the columnar structures and the first and/or

second substrates

.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a liquid crystal

element in which columnar structures and a liquid crystal

are disposed between two substrates at least one of which is

transparent and a method of manufacturing the same.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

For a liquid crystal element in which a liquid crystal

is enclosed between two substrates, it is important to keep

a gap between the substrates (i.e., a liquid crystal layer

thickness) constant in order to obtain predetermined

contrast and reflectance with a predetermined driving

voltage. In order to keep the gap between the substrates

constant, a plurality of grain-shaped spacers formed of

plastic or glass have conventionally been formed between the

substrates. For this, the spacers may be previously mixed

with a liquid crystal material that will be scattered on one

of the substrates before the substrates are joined.

[0003]

However, it is technically difficult to uniformly

scatter a large number of spacers on a desired range of area.
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Also, when at least one of the substrates is a flexible film

or sheet, even if the spacers are interposed between the

substrates, the thickness of the liquid crystal layer varies

to some extent due to pressure applied to the surfaces of

the substrates so that, display may be changed. Further, in

the conventional method using the spacers, it is hard to

keep the liquid crystal layer in a predetermined shape over

a long period. Therefore, a method of forming weirs between

liquid crystal regions of the substrates by using, for

example, resins, to a predetermined thickness has been

proposed.

[0004]

For example, according to Japanese Laid-Open

Publication No. sho 62-203123, a liquid crystal element in

which a liquid crystal is enclosed between a pair of

flexible substrates having electrodes is provided. In this

element, a weir that has a uniform-thickness matrix shape

and is formed of continuous polymers is attached between the

substrates, and liquid crystals are respectively enclosed in

a plurality of cells that are separated into one another by

the weir. In this structure, it is not necessary to seal

the peripheral edges of the substrates in order to prevent

leakage of a liquid crystal from the peripheral edges of the

substrates. Also, a liquid crystal element having any size

or shape can be obtained by cutting a large-area or long
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liquid crystal device.

[0005]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, even in the liquid crystal element according

to Japanese Laid-Open Publication No. sho 62-203123, a

polymer material is melted in a liquid crystal, the

characteristics of the liquid crystal are deteriorated, or

the shape of a weir changes with the passage of time

according to the type of polymer material that forms the

weir. In these cases, sufficient contrast and reflectance

cannot be obtained. Also, a driving voltage required for

driving the liquid crystal is not uniformized throughout a

liquid crystal region. Because of this, the driving voltage

should be elevated to drive the entire liquid crystal region

equally.

[0006]

In order to solve the above-mentioned problems, an

object of the present invention is to provide a method of

manufacturing a liquid crystal display which is not affected

by hardness or softness of substrates compared with a

conventional liquid crystal element, to be able to keep

liquid crystal layer thickness constant over a long period

and to stably obtain a desired contrast and reflectance

thereby. Also, another object of the present invention is

to provide a liquid crystal display having new construction.
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[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

In order to accomplish the above-mentioned objects, the

present inventor came to the following conclusions after

doing research over and over again.

When at least one of substrates is formed of a flexible

material, it is desirable that a plurality of columnar

structures are formed between the substrates and a liquid

crystal is filled within a space between the columnar

structures in order to keep a predetermined gap between the

substrates

.

The columnar structures are formed of, for example,

photoresist. A photoresist material is coated on one of the

substrates to a predetermined thickness, and the coating

layer is exposed and developed using a predetermined photo

mask so that the columnar structures can be formed to a

desired height without using spacers. Also, by making use

of the exposure method using the photo mask, ultrahigh-

precision columnar structures can be obtained.

There is a solubility parameter (SP) as a principal

parameter that represents an interaction between a polymer

material and a solvent. When the columnar structures are

formed of a polymer material obtained from a material with

an SP value of 10-15, the flow of the polymer material into

the liquid crystal is negligibly reduced and the shape of
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the columnar structures can be held constant. As a result,

the thickness of the liquid crystal can be kept to be

constant

.

[0008]

According to the above conclusions, the present

invention provides a liquid crystal element which is

equipped with a first substrate and a second substrate, at

least one of which is transparent, disposed to face

oppositely, a plurality of columnar structures provided

between the substrates, and a liquid crystal enclosed within

a space between the columnar structures provided between the

substrates. The columnar structures are formed with

photoresist obtained from a photoresist material with an SP

value of 10-15.

[0009]

In the liquid crystal element of the present invention,

a plurality of columnar structures formed of a polymer

material are previously formed between the two substrates,

and the liquid crystal is held in a space between the

columnar structures. Thus, even if at least one of the

substrates is formed of a flexible material, a predetermined

gap between the substrates can be kept. Also, the gap

between the substrates can be kept without using spacers.

Also, in comparison with a typical liquid crystal with an SP

value of 8 or less, the polymer material that forms the
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columnar structures has an SP value of 10 to 15.

Accordingly, since the polymer material is not (or hardly)

melted in the liquid crystal, the columnar structures can

keep themselves in a predetermined shape over a long term.

As a result, a gap between the substrates (i.e., a liquid

crystal thickness between the substrates) can be kept to be

constant, and desired contrast and reflectance can be

obtained.

[0010]

Also, the SP value of a material can be measured by

mixing a material to be measured with a solvent having a

known SP value and detecting whether the material is melted

in the solvent or not. When the material for obtaining the

polymer material has an SP value of 10 or less, its SP value

becomes similar to the SP value of liquid crystal so that

the polymer material that forms the columnar structures

easily flows into the liquid crystal. When the material for

obtaining the polymer material has an SP value of 15 or more,

the polymer material becomes highly hygroscopic, and the

columnar structures absorb moisture, thus degrading the

performance of the liquid crystal.

[0011]

Although the kinds of polymer material are not

specially limited, a desired gap between substrates is

simply obtained by adopting photoresist. Also, according to
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the above conclusions, the present invention provides a

method of manufacturing a liquid crystal element comprising

coating a photoresist material with an SP value of 10-15 on

one surface of a first substrate to a predetermined

thickness; forming a predetermined exposure pattern by

exposing the photoresist material coating layer; obtaining a

plurality of columnar structures corresponding to the

exposure pattern by developing the coating layer; covering

the columnar structures with a second substrate so that the

second substrate overlaps the first substrate; and disposing

a liquid crystal between the columnar structures.

[0012]

According to the method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal element of the present invention, photoresist is

adopted for a material that forms the columnar structures, a

photoresist material is previously coated on one of the

substrates to a predetermined thickness, and the coating

layer is exposed and developed, thereby obtaining the

columnar structures. Also, a substrate having the columnar

structures is covered with a new substrate so that the

columnar structures are interposed between the two

substrates, thus allowing formation of a liquid crystal

layer to a predetermined thickness. Also the photoresist

material coating layer is exposed and developed using a

photo mask having a plurality of openings, which have the
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same shape as desired columnar structures, with the result

that ultrahigh-precision columnar structures can be obtained.

[0013]

Also, in the present invention, a rphotoresist

materialj refers to an original material for obtaining

photoresist through exposure and developing processes,

and rphotoresist j refers to a material that is obtained by

exposing and developing the photoresist material. In the

case of a negative type, the photoresist material is monomer

or oligomer, and an exposed portion is polymerized and

changed into a polymer material, while an unexposed portion

is removed through the developing process. In the case of a

positive type, the photoresist material is a polymer

material, and an exposed portion becomes highly soluble in

an alkali developing solution and removed by the developing

process, while an unexposed portion remains as the polymer

material

.

[0014]

In the liquid crystal element and method of

manufacturing the same of the present invention, columnar

structures may have any sectional shape, for example, a

polygonal shape such as a circular or square shape or a weir

shape. In any case, the columnar structures are formed such

that a continuous liquid crystal region is formed between

two substrates. The height of the columnar structures
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depends on the diameters of the individual columnar

structures and the distribution density of the columnar

structures. However, the columnar structures may be formed

to a height of, but not limited to, about 3 to 20 more

preferably, 5 to 15 |im in order to enclose a liquid crystal

between the substrates to a predetermined thickness and

prevent bucking of the substrates due to external load.

[0015]

When a ratio of an area occupied by columnar structures

to an optical modulation region of an observing surface that

is seen from a transparent substrate side is 0.5% (an

aperture ratio of 99.5%) or higher, the liquid crystal

element can obtain minimally required intensity. As the

ratio of the area occupied by the columnar structures to the

optical modulation region increases, the area of an optical

modulation portion decreases. However, as long as the ratio

is about 40% (an aperture ratio of 60%) or lower, the liquid

crystal element can obtain sufficient characteristics for

practical use. In view of the above, the columnar

structures may have a widthwise size of 2 to 250 |im and an

interval of 3 to 1000 p between two adjacent ones.

[0016]

Also, in order to prevent leakage of liquid crystal

between the peripheral edges of two substrates, portions of

columnar structures may be formed using sealing walls that
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extend between the peripheral edges of the substrates.

Alternatively, sealing walls may be additionally installed

using a sealing material, such as resins. The sealing walls

serve also as an adhesive that bonds the two substrates. In

this case, the sealing material may contain a plurality of

grain-shaped spacers as supplementary means.

[0017]

Also, in the liquid crystal element of the present

invention, each of the first and second substrates may

include an electrode to which a driving voltage is applied.

In this case, for example, the substrates may be disposed

such that the corresponding electrodes face each other

oppositely. Also in the method of manufacturing the liquid

crystal element of the present invention, substrates having

respective electrodes may be adopted as the first and second

substrates. In this case, for example, the photoresist

material is coated on a surface of the first substrate on

which an electrode is formed and, simultaneously, covered

with the second substrate such that a surface of the second

substrate on which an electrode is formed faces the columnar

structures. Also, even if no electrode is installed on at

least one of the first and second substrates, a display

operation is enabled by applying a driving voltage to a

liquid crystal between the two substrates using, for example,

an external electrode.
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[0018]

Also, whether or not substrates with electrodes are

used as the first and second substrates, an insulating layer

may be formed between the columnar structures and the first

and/or second substrates. When the first and second

substrates have respective electrodes, the insulating layer

assists in preventing a short circuit between the two

substrates. The insulating layer may be formed on, for

example, the surface of at least one substrate where an

electrode is formed.

[0019]

Also, an alignment layer may be formed between the

columnar structures and the first and/or second substrates.

The alignment layer allows alignment of a liquid crystal in

a certain direction. The alignment layer may serve also as

an insulating layer. Also, the alignment layer may serve as

an adhesive that bonds the columnar structures with the

substrate. The alignment layer may be formed on a surface

of the first substrate where the columnar structures is

formed or a surface of the second substrates that will cover

the columnar structures. In another case, the columnar

structures are formed on the first substrate and an

alignment layer may be prepared thereon. Then, an identical

alignment layer is prepared on one surface of the second

substrate, and the two alignment layers may be bonded to
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each other at a high temperature. Thus, the bonded

alignment layer may serve also as an adhesive.

[0020]

Also, in the method of the present invention, the

exposure process may be performed by, but not limited to,

covering the photoresist material coating layer with a phot

mask having openings for exposure and irradiating

predetermined light from the photo mask onto the coating

layer so that the columnar structures are formed. During

the exposure and developing processes, the exposed

photoresist material coating layer is brought into contact

with a developing solution, and an exposed portion or an

unexposed portion is melted or removed according to the

positive or negative type of photoresist material.

[0021]

Also, in the method of the present invention, before

the exposure process, the photoresist material coating laye

may be pre-baked at a predetermined temperature for a

predetermined duration of time. As the result of the pre-

baking process, an organic solvent can be removed from the

photoresist material. Also, after the exposure process and

before the developing process, the coating layer may be

exposed at a predetermined temperature and for a

predetermined duration of time and then baked. As a result

formation of patterns using the exposure process can be
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finished.

[0022]

Also, after the developing process and before

overlapping the substrates, a post-exposure process and a

post-baking process may be performed on the column

structures obtained by the developing process. It is

desirable that the post-exposure process is performed on the

entire first substrate on which the columnar structures are

formed. By conducting the post-exposure process, the

outflow of additives such as a photosensitizer or reaction

accelerator from the photoresist into the liquid crystal can

be suppressed, and the degradation of performance of the

liquid crystal due to the additives can be prevented. Also,

adhesion of the first substrate with the columnar structures

can be reinforced through the post-exposure process and

post-baking process.

[0023]

Also, in the method of the present invention, a liquid

crystal may be enclosed between two substrates after a first

substrate with columnar structures is covered with a second

substrate. However, after a liquid crystal is filled in a

region between the columnar structures formed on the first

substrate, the second substrate may be installed on the

first substrate so that the columnar structures and the

liquid crystal are interposed between the two substrates.
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[0024]

[Embodiments].

A liquid crystal element according to an embodiment of

the present invention includes first and second substrates,

at least one of which is transparent and which face each

other oppositely. The substrates are disposed opposite to

each other such that the corresponding electrodes face each

other. Also, a plurality of columnar structures are formed

between the two substrates. The columnar structures are

formed of a polymer material obtained from a material with

an SP value of 10-15. A liquid crystal is enclosed within a

space between the columnar structures provided between the

substrates

.

[0025]

The above-described liquid crystal element can be

obtained through, for example, the following processes.

Photoresist is adopted as the polymer material, and a

photoresist material with an SP value of 10-15 is coated to

a predetermined thickness on a surface of the first

substrate where an electrode is formed. The photoresist

material may be formed by a known method, such as a spin

coating process. The photoresist material is uniformly

coated to a thickness of about 3 to 20 |im, more preferably,

5 to 15 p.

[0026]
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In the present invention, a substratej refers to a

flexible or inflexible plate-shaped member or an elastic

film. For instance, one of the two substrates may be a

plate having such hardness as to include a combination layer,

and the other may be, for example, a film for protecting the

combination layer. It is obvious that both the first and

second substrates are formed of an elastic material, such as

a film.

[0027]

It is preferable that of the two substrates, at least a

substrate having an electrode on the observing side of the

liquid crystal element is a transparent substrate having a

transparent electrode. The transparent substrate may be

formed of, for example, resin or glass such as polyethylene

terephthalate, polycarbonate, or polyether sulfone. The

transparent electrode may be an electrode formed of indium

tin oxide (ITO), Sn02 , or In03 or an electrode formed of a

thin metal layer.

[0028]

Thereafter, the photoresist material is coated using

such a photo mask as to form desired columnar structures,

predetermined light appropriate for the photoresist material

is irradiated onto the coating layer from the outside of the

photo mask. Also, before an exposure process and/or after

the exposure process and before a developing process, the
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photoresist material coating layer may be baked.

Specifically, this pre-baking process may be performed by

mounting the substrate coated with the photoresist material

on a hot plate. In this case, the hot plate can be heated

at a temperature of, for example, 100 or higher.

Similarly, when the photoresist material coating layer is

baked after the exposure process, the substrate having the

exposed resist may be mounted on a hot plate that is heated

at a temperature of, for example, 100 or higher.

[0029]

Thereafter, the exposed coating layer is brought into

contact with a developing solution (e.g., the exposed

coating layer may be dipped in the developing solution), and

an exposed portion or an unexposed portion is melted or

removed according to the positive or negative type of

photoresist material. Then, the developed coated layer is

cleaned using deionized water and dried. In this process,

columnar structures are obtained in the same way as the

shape of the photo mask. Subsequently, a post-exposure

process and a post-baking process may be carried out if

required. Here, the post-exposure process refers to a

process of exposing the entire substrate having the

photoresist pattern. By undergoing the post-exposure

process, adhesion of the substrate with the photoresist

pattern can be reinforced. Also, specifically, the post-
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baking process can be performed by mounting on a hot plate

the substrate with the resist on which the post-exposure

process is performed. In this case, the hot plate may be

heated at a temperature of, for example, 100 or higher.

The post-baking process also reinforces adhesion of the

substrate with the photoresist pattern.

[0030]

Thereafter, the substrate having the first electrode is

covered with the second substrate having a second electrode

such that a surface of the second substrate on which an

electrode is formed faces the columnar structures, and the

columnar structures are interposed between the substrates

having the first and second electrodes. Next, the

peripheral edges of the first and second substrates are

joined using a sealing material such as resin while leaving

a liquid crystal injecting port intact. Also, while the

columnar structures are being formed, a sealing wall may be

formed at the peripheral edge of the first substrate using

the same photoresist material.

[0031]

By vacuum-injecting a liquid crystal through the

injecting port, the liquid crystal element is obtained. The

kind of liquid crystal is not limited, but nematic liquid

crystal, smetic liquid crystal, cholesteric-phase liquid

crystal (cholesteric liquid crystal or chiral nematic liquid
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crystal obtained by adding a chiral material to nematic

liquid crystal to form a predetermined helical pitch) may be

all used.

[0032]

Fig. 1 illustrates a cross section of the liquid

crystal element according to the embodiment of the present

invention, which is obtained through the above-described

processes. The liquid crystal element includes a first

substrate la having a first electrode and a second substrate

lb having a second electrode, which face oppositely. A

plurality of columnar structures 2 are formed between the

substrates la and lb. The columnar structures 2 are formed

of photoresist obtained from a photoresist material with an

SP value of 10-15. A liquid crystal 3 is filled within a

space between the columnar structures 2 provided between the

substrates la and lb. Also, a sealing wall 4 formed of a

polymer material is formed at the peripheral edges of the

substrates la and lb.

[0033]

According to the liquid crystal element, a plurality of

columnar structures 2 are previously formed between the

substrates la and lb, and the liquid crystal 3 is held in a

region between the columnar structures 2. Accordingly, even

if at least one of the substrates la and lb is formed of a

flexible material, a predetermined gap between the
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substrates la and lb can be kept. Also, because the

photoresist material for obtaining the photoresist that

forms the columnar structures 2 has a solubility parameter

(SP) of 10 to 15, the resultant columnar structures 2 are

not (or hardly) soluble in the liquid crystal 3 that

typically has an SP of 8 or less, and the columnar

structures can retain their own shape over a long term.

Thus, a gap between the substrates la and lb (i.e., a liquid

crystal layer thickness between the substrates la and lb)

can be kept to be constant, and desired contrast and

reflectance can be maintained. Also, the gap between the

substrates la and lb can be kept without using spacers, but

the spacers may be used at the same time as when the

columnar structures are formed. In this case, for example,

spacers may be previously scattered on the second substrate

lb and overlapped with the first substrate la on which the

columnar structures are formed, thereby forming a cell.

[0034]

Also, photoresist is adopted as a material for the

columnar structures 2, the photoresist material is

previously coated on the substrate la to a predetermined

thickness, and the coating layer is exposed and developed,

thereby forming the columnar structures 2. Also, the

substrate la with the columnar structures 2 is covered with

the new substrate lb, thereby enabling formation of a liquid
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crystal layer with a predetermined thickness. Further, the

photoresist material coating layer is exposed and developed

through a photo mask having a plurality of openings

corresponding to desired columnar structures so that

ultrahigh-precision columnar structures 2 can be obtained in

the same shape as the photo mask.

[0035]

The columnar structures may be formed of a resin that

has a small contact angle to the liquid crystal, thus the

device characteristics such as a driving voltage and

contrast can be improved. The columnar structures may be

formed of a material that depends on the type of liquid

crystal and also, has a contact angle of 20° or less, more

preferably 17° or less, to the liquid crystal.

[0036]

A liquid crystal element according to another

embodiment of the present invention is illustrated in Fig. 2.

In the present embodiment, the liquid crystal element has

the same construction as the liquid crystal element shown in

Fig. 1 except that an insulating layer 5 with the same area

as each of the substrates la and lb is installed between the

first substrate la and the columnar structures 2 and between

the second substrate lb and the columnar structures 2. The

same reference numerals are used to denote the same

components. In the liquid crystal element according to the
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present invention, a short circuit between electrodes

installed on opposing surfaces of the substrates la and lb

is prevented.

[0037]

IN producing the liquid crystal element, an insulating

layer, such as a Si02 layer, is previously formed using, a

spin coating process or a deposition process on surfaces of

the substrates la and lb where electrodes are formed. By

making use of the substrates la and lb having the electrodes

and insulating layers, the liquid crystal element is

produced in the same manner as the liquid crystal element

shown in Fig. 1. Also, a liquid crystal element according

to still another embodiment of the present invention is

illustrated in Fig. 3. The liquid crystal element is the

same as the liquid crystal element shown in FIG. 1 except

that an alignment layer 6 with the same area as each of the

substrates la and lb is formed between the first substrate

la and the columnar structures 2 and between the second

substrate lb and the columnar structures 2. The same

reference numerals are used to denote the same components.

According to the liquid crystal element, by using the

alignment layer 6, the major axes of liquid crystal

molecules are aligned orthogonal to or parallel with the

substrate or at an angle to the substrate in an initial

state

.
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[0038]

In order to produce this liquid crystal element, an

alignment layer, such as a polyimide alignment layer or a

polyamic acidic alignment layer, is previously formed using

a spin coating process on surfaces of the first and second

substrates la and lb where electrodes are formed. By making

use of the substrates la and lb having the electrodes and

alignment layers, the liquid crystal element is produced in

the same manner as the liquid crystal element shown in Fig.

1. Also, Fig. 4 illustrates a liquid crystal element

according to yet another embodiment of the present invention

in which an insulating layer 5 and an alignment layer 6,

each of which has the same area as each of substrates la and

lb, are sequentially formed between the first substrate la

and columnar structures 2 and between the second substrate

lb and the columnar structures 2. According to this liquid

crystal element, a short circuit between the electrodes

installed on opposing surfaces of the substrates la and lb

is prevented and simultaneously, liquid crystal molecules

are aligned in a predetermined direction in an initial state.

This liquid crystal element can be produced in the same

manner as the liquid crystal element except that the

insulating layer 5 and the alignment layer 6 are previously

formed on the surfaces of the substrates la and lb where the

electrodes are formed.
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[0039]

Also, Fig. 5 illustrates a liquid crystal element

according to further another embodiment of the present

invention in which an insulating layer 5 and an alignment

layer 6, each of which has the same area as each of

substrates la and lb, are formed in this order between the

first substrate la and columnar structures 2. Like the

liquid crystal element shown in Fig. 3, a short circuit

between electrodes installed on opposing surfaces of the

substrates la and lb is prevented, and liquid crystal

molecules are aligned in a predetermined direction in an

initial state. This liquid crystal element can be produced

in the same manner as the liquid crystal element shown in

FIG. 1 except that the insulating layer 5 and the alignment

layer 6 are previously formed on the surface of the first

substrate la where the electrode is formed.

[0040]

Also, Fig. 6 illustrates a liquid crystal element

according to still further another embodiment of the present

invention in which an insulating layer 5 and an alignment

layer 6, each of which has the same area as each of

substrates la and lb, are sequentially formed between the

second substrate lb and columnar structures 2 . Like the

liquid crystal element shown in Fig. 3, a short circuit

between electrodes installed on opposing surfaces of the
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substrates la and lb is prevented, and liquid crystal

molecules are aligned in a predetermined direction in an

initial state. This liquid crystal element can be produced

in the same manner as the liquid crystal element shown in

FIG. 1 except that the insulating layer 5 and the alignment

layer 6 are previously formed on the surface of the second

substrate lb where the electrode is formed.

[0041]

In producing the liquid crystal elements shown in Figs.

3, 4, and 6, in addition to formation of the alignment layer

on the second substrate lb using a spin coating process, a

material for an alignment layer may be sprayed on the top

surfaces of the columnar structures formed on the first

substrate la and shrank and fitted at a high temperature of,

for example, 200 , thereby forming the alignment layer.

Thereafter, the alignment layers formed on both the

substrates la and lb are bonded at a high temperature of

200 . Thus, adhesion between the substrates la and lb can

be reinforced.

[0042]

In driving the above-described liquid crystal elements

by applying a driving voltage, the arrangement of liquid

crystal molecules is transitioned by applying two kinds of

voltages, namely, a high voltage and a low voltage. For

example, when cholesteric-phase liquid crystal is used, the
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arrangement of liquid crystal molecules is transitioned

between planar arrangement and focal conic arrangement with

the application of high and low pulse voltages. This state

is stably retained even if the application of voltage is

stopped.

[0043]

The cholesteric-phase liquid crystal selectively

reflects light of a wavelength corresponding to the product

of a helical pitch and an average refractive index of the

liquid crystal in the planar arrangement in which a helical

axis is arranged orthogonal to the substrate. Accordingly,

by using the liquid crystal that selectively reflects light

in, for example, a red wavelength region, a blue wavelength

region, and a green wavelength region, light is selectively

reflected in the respective wavelengths in the planar

arrangement so that the liquid crystal is seen in red, blue,

and green colors, respectively. Also, it is possible to

display multi-color by stacking red, blue, and green liquid

crystal layers. Also, a selected reflection wavelength is

set to, for example, the infrared region so that the liquid

crystal can be seen transparent. In chiral nematic liquid

crystal, a helical pitch is controlled by adjusting the

amount of added chiral material, so that a selected

reflection wavelength can be controlled.

[0044]
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Also, the cholesteric-phase liquid crystal scatters

incident light in focal conic arrangement in which a helical

axis is arranged in an irregular direction, so that the

liquid crystal is seen in turbid white color. Like the case

where a selected reflection wavelength of the cholesteric-

phase liquid crystal is in the visible region, a short

helical pitch reduces scattering, thus the helical axis

becomes almost parallel to the substrate and an almost

transparent color is obtained.

[0045]

Accordingly, by transitioning the arrangement of liquid

crystal molecules between the planar arrangement and the

focal conic arrangement, selected reflection (planar

arrangement) -transparency (focal conic arrangement) or

transparency (planar arrangement ) -turbid white (focal conic

arrangement) can be displayed. Also, a method of using only

nematic liquid crystal can be applied to, for example, the

so-called TN mode. In the TN mode, two polarizers are

installed on and under a liquid crystal layer at right

angles to each other. Light that passes through the upper

polarizer is rotated with a twist in liquid crystal

molecules due to an optical anisotropy (An) effect of the

liquid crystal molecules and then transmitted through the

lower polarizer so that a bright state is obtained.

Meanwhile, when the liquid crystal molecules are not twisted
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any more by applying an electric field to the liquid crystal

layer, because there is no effect that makes an inclined

wave surface rotate, incident light is cut off by the lower

polarizer so that a dark state is obtained.

[0046]

[Embodiments]

Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will

be described in detail but the present invention is not

limited thereto. In each of the following embodiments,

reflectance is obtained by measuring spectro reflectance

(value Y) using a reflection spectro color meter CM-10000

(Minolta) . As the value Y becomes lower, transparency

becomes higher. Also, contrast is given as value Y in a

high reflectance state/value Yin a low reflectance state)

.

Embodiment 1

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and

had a first ITO electrode was dehydrated and baked at a

temperature of 200 for 30 minutes, and a photoresist

material (an SP value of 10, a negative type, and JSR)

formed of a melamine resin was spin-coated to great

thicknesses of 5, 12, and 18 [im, respectively. Next, the

coating layer was pre-baked at a temperature of 100 for 5

minutes, a photo mask having a plurality of openings

corresponding to a plurality of columnar structures was

installed on the coating layer, and the photoresist material
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coating layer was exposed through the photo mask using an

ultraviolet ray irradiation system. Thereafter, a post-

exposure baking process was performed at a temperature of

100 for 3 minutes, and a developing process was performed.

After that, the coating layer was cleaned using deionized

water and dried. Also, a post-exposure process was carried

out and then a post-baking process was performed at a

temperature of 100 for 5 minutes, thereby obtaining the

resultant columnar structures.

[0047]

Also, the SP value of the photoresist material was

determined by mixing the photoresist material with an

organic solvent with a known SP value and observing whether

the photoresist material was melted in the solvent (the

mixture looks transparent) or not (the mixture looks

turbidly white) . The determination was that the photoresist

material had the same SP value as the organic solvent. The

above result is the same in all the embodiments that will be

described later. When the height of the columnar structures

was measured using a layer thickness meter, the columnar

structures had layer thicknesses of 5, 12, and 18 |im. It

was confirmed that the heights of columnar structures

obtained from the above processes are the same as the

thicknesses of the photoresist material coated on the

substrate

.
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[0048]

Thereafter, the columnar structures formed on the first

substrate were covered with a glass substrate having a

second ITO electrode such that a surface of the second

substrate where the second electrode was formed faced the

columnar structures. The peripheral edges of the substrates

were joined and bonded using a sealing material, namely,

photolec (Seisuki Fine Chemicals) containing spacers, thus

vacant cells were obtained. Next, chiral nematic liquid

crystal with an SP value of 7 that was obtained by adding a

chiral material (S-811, Merck) to ester-based nematic liquid

crystal (refractive index anisotropy of An =0.170,

dielectric constant anisotropy of A£ =30, isotropic phase-

transition temperature of TN_i=100 °C) was injected into the

vacant cells. Liquid crystal in which the amount of added

chiral material was adjusted such that a selected reflection

region was set to a blue region was injected into a vacant

cell having 5-Jim columnar structures. Liquid crystal in

which the amount of added chiral material was adjusted such

that a selected reflection region was set to a green region

was injected into a vacant cell having 12-p columnar

structures. Liquid crystal in which the amount of added

chiral material was adjusted such that a selected reflection

region was set to a red region was injected into a vacant

cell having 18-fim columnar structures. Thus, liquid crystal
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elements were obtained.

[0049]

When a relatively high pulse voltage was applied to the

liquid crystal elements, after the pulse voltage was removed,

the liquid crystals were in a planar state and displayed in

blue, green, and red colors, respectively. Also, when a

relatively low pulse voltage was applied to the liquid

crystal elements, after the pulse voltage was removed, all

the liquid crystals became transparent. When the

performances the liquid crystal elements were measured by

applying a voltage thereto, good performances were obtained

as will be described now. That is, in blue color, a driving

voltage was 30V (focal conic arrangement ) /50V (planar

arrangement), contrast was 5.4, and reflectance in the

planar arrangement was 23%. In green color, a driving

voltage was 30V (focal conic arrangement ) /60V (planar

arrangement), contrast was 14.6, and reflectance in the

planar arrangement was 22%. In red color, a driving voltage

was 55V(focal conic arrangement ) /100V (planar arrangement),

contrast was 4, and reflectance in the planar arrangement

was 27%.

[0050]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue, green,

and red liquid crystals were dropped on a resist layer that

was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without using
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a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and each of the liquid crystals was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . The contact angle was

6° in blue color, 13° in green color, and 12° in red color.

Embodiment 2

The embodiment 2 is the same as the embodiment 1 except

that a photoresist material (an SP value of 15, a negative

type, JSR) formed of melanin resin was used instead of the

photoresist material (an SP value of 10) . Thus, liquid

crystal elements were obtained to display blue, green, and

red colors, respectively.

[0051]

When the performances of liquid crystal elements were

measured by applying a voltage to the respective liquid

crystal elements, good performances were obtained as will be

described now. That is, in blue color, a driving voltage

was 30V(focal conic arrangement ) /55V (planar arrangement),

contrast was 5.2, and reflectance in the planar arrangement

was 24%. In green color, a driving voltage was 30V (focal

conic arrangement) /60V (planar arrangement), contrast was

15.3, and reflectance in the planar arrangement was 23%. In

red color, a driving voltage was 50V (focal conic

arrangement ) /95V (planar arrangement), contrast was 4.5, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 28%.

[0052]
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Also, in the above-described process, the blue, green,

and red liquid crystals were dropped on a resist layer that

was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without using

a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and each of the liquid crystals was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . The contact angle was

5° in blue color, 15° in green color, and 11° in red color.

Embodiment 3

The embodiment 3 is the same as the embodiment 1 except

that a photoresist material (an SP value of 12, a negative

type, JSR) formed of melanin resin was used instead of the

photoresist material (an SP value of 10) . Thus, liquid

crystal elements were obtained to display blue, green, and

red colors, respectively.

[0053]

When the performances of liquid crystal elements were

measured by applying a voltage to the respective liquid

crystal elements, good performances were obtained as will be

described now. That is, in blue color, a driving voltage

was 29V(focal conic arrangement ) /52V (planar arrangement),

contrast was 5.4, and reflectance in the planar arrangement

was 24%. In green color, a driving voltage was 30V (focal

conic arrangement) /60V (planar arrangement), contrast was

14.9, and reflectance in the planar arrangement was 23%. In

red color, a driving voltage was 50V (focal conic
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arrangement) /100V (planar arrangement), contrast was 4.2, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 28%.

[0054]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue, green,

and red liquid crystals were dropped on a resist layer that

was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without using

a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and each of the liquid crystals was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . The contact angle was

5° in blue color, 14° in green color, and 13° in red color.

Embodiment 4

The embodiment 4 is the same as the embodiment 1 except

that a photoresist material (an SP value of 14, a negative

type, JSR) formed of melanin resin was used instead of the

photoresist material (an SP value of 10) . Thus, liquid

crystal elements were obtained to display blue, green, and

red colors, respectively.

[0055]

When the performances of liquid crystal elements were

measured by applying a voltage to the respective liquid

crystal elements, good performances were obtained as will be

described now. That is, in blue color, a driving voltage

was 30V (focal conic arrangement ) /53V (planar arrangement),

contrast was 5.3, and reflectance in the planar arrangement

was 23%. In green color, a driving voltage was 30V (focal
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conic arrangement) /59V (planar arrangement), contrast was

15.1, and reflectance in the planar arrangement was 23%. In

red color, a driving voltage was 50V (focal conic

arrangement) /98V (planar arrangement), contrast was 4.3, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 28%.

[0056]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue, green,

and red liquid crystals were dropped on a resist layer that

was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without using

a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and each of the liquid crystals was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . The contact angle was

5° in blue color, 13° in green color, and 12° in red color.

Embodiment 5

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and

had a first ITO electrode was heated in a dry oven at a

temperature of 80 for 15 minutes, a polyimide alignment

layer was spin-coated, and the resultant structure was

heated in a hot plate at a temperature of 80 for 5

minutes and heated in the dry oven at a temperature of 180

for 2 hours. The first substrate having the alignment layer

was dehydrated and baked at a temperature of 200 for 30

minutes, and a photoresist material (an SP value of 10, a

negative type, and JSR) formed of a melamine resin was spin-

coated. Next, the coating layer was pre-baked at a
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temperature of 100 for 5 minutes, a photo mask having a

plurality of openings corresponding to a plurality of

columnar structures was installed on the coating layer, and

the photoresist material coating layer was exposed through

the photo mask using an ultraviolet ray irradiation system.

Thereafter, a post-exposure baking process was performed at

a temperature of 100 for 3 minutes, and a developing

process was performed. After that, the coating layer was

cleaned using deionized water and dried. Also, a post-

exposure process was carried out and then a post-baking

process was performed at a temperature of 100 for 5

minutes, thereby obtaining the resultant columnar structures.

When the height of the columnar structures was measured

using a layer thickness meter, the columnar structures had a

layer thickness of 7 Jim.

[0057]

Thereafter, the columnar structures formed on the first

substrate were covered with a glass substrate having a

second glass electrode having a polyimide alignment layer

such that a surface of the second substrate where the

alignment layer was formed faced the columnar structures.

The peripheral edges of the substrates were joined and

bonded using a sealing material, namely, photolec (Seisuki

Fine Chemicals) containing spacers, thus vacant cells were

obtained. Next, chiral nematic liquid crystal having
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selected reflection wavelength in a green region with an SP

value of 7, which was obtained by adding a chiral material

to ester-based nematic liquid crystal, was injected into the

vacant cells.

[0058]

When the performances of the liquid crystal element

were measured by applying a voltage to the liquid crystal

element, good performances were obtained. That is, a

driving voltage was 60V (focal conic arrangement ) /90V (planar

arrangement), contrast was 8.1, and reflectance in the

planar arrangement was 27%. Also, in the above-described

process, the liquid crystal was dropped on a resist layer

that was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without

using a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and the liquid crystal was measured using a

contact angle meter (CA-X) . As a result, the contact angle

was 14°.

Embodiment 6

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and

had a first ITO electrode was dehydrated and baked at a

temperature of 200 for 30 minutes, and a photoresist

material (an SP value of 10, a negative type, and JSR)

formed of a melamine resin was spin-coated. Next, the

coating layer was pre-baked at a temperature of 100 for 5

minutes, a photo mask having a plurality of openings
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corresponding to a plurality of columnar structures was

installed on the coating layer, and the photoresist material

coating layer was exposed through the photo mask using an

ultraviolet ray irradiation system. Thereafter, a post-

exposure baking process was performed at a temperature of

100 for 3 minutes, and a developing process was performed.

After that, the coating layer was cleaned using deionized

water and dried. Also, a post-exposure process was carried

out and then a post-baking process was performed at a

temperature of 100 for 5 minutes, thereby obtaining the

resultant columnar structures. When the height of the

columnar structures was measured using a layer thickness

meter, the columnar structures had a layer thickness of 7 [im.

[0059]

Thereafter, a polyamic acidic alignment layer was

installed on the columnar structures formed on the first

substrate. This alignment layer was formed by spraying a

material for the alignment layer on the top surfaces of the

columnar structures and shrinking and fitting the material

at a high temperature of, for example, 200 . . Also, an

identical alignment layer was installed on a surface of a

second glass substrate where a second ITO electrode was

formed. The first substrate was covered with the second

substrate such that the alignment layer corresponded to the

alignment layer formed on the first electrode, and the
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alignment layers were bonded at a high temperature of 200 .

The peripheral edges of the substrates were joined and

bonded using a sealing material, namely, photolec (Seisuki

Fine Chemicals) containing spacers, thus vacant cells were

obtained.

[0060]

Next, chiral nematic liquid crystal having selected

reflection wavelength in a green region with an SP value of

7, which was obtained by adding a chiral material to ester-

based nematic liquid crystal, was injected into the vacant

cells. When the performances of the liquid crystal element

were measured by applying a voltage to the liquid crystal

element, good performances were obtained. That is, a

driving voltage was 35V(focal conic arrangement ) /65V (planar

arrangement), contrast was 8, and reflectance in the planar

arrangement was 23%.

[0061]

Also, in the above-described process, the liquid

crystal was dropped on a resist layer that was obtained by

exposing the entire substrate without using a photo mask, a

contact angle between the columnar structures and the liquid

crystal was measured using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . As

a result, the contact angle was 16°.

Embodiment 7

The embodiment 7 is the same as the embodiment 1 except
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that ester-based nematic liquid crystal with an SP value of

7 (refractive index anisotropy of An =0.170, dielectric

constant anisotropy of AE =30, isotropic phase-transition

temperature of TN_i=100 °C)was used instead of chiral nematic

liquid crystal with an SP value of 7.

[0062]

Two polarizers were installed on and under the liquid

crystal at right angles to each other, thereby forming a TN-

mode liquid crystal element. When the performances of the

liquid crystal element were measured by applying a voltage

to the liquid crystal element, good performances were

obtained. That is, when a driving voltage was 0V,

transmissivity was 93%, and when a driving voltage was 2.3V,

transmissivity was 10%. Also, in the above-described

process, the nematic liquid crystal was dropped on a resist

layer that was obtained by exposing the entire substrate

without using a photo mask, a contact angle between the

columnar structures and the liquid crystal was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . As a result, the

contact angle was 13°.

Embodiment 8

The embodiment 8 is the same as the embodiment 3 except

that ester-based nematic liquid crystal with an SP value of

7 (refractive index anisotropy of An =0.170, dielectric

constant anisotropy of AS =30, isotropic phase-transition
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temperature of TN-i=100 °C) was used instead of chiral

nematic liquid crystal with an SP value of 7.

[0063]

Two polarizers were installed on and under the liquid

crystal at right angles to each other, thereby forming a TN-

mode liquid crystal element. When the performances of the

liquid crystal element were measured by applying a voltage

to the liquid crystal element, good performances were

obtained. That is, when a driving voltage was 0V,

transmissivity was 95%, and when a driving voltage was 2.3V,

transmissivity was 12%. Also, in the above-described

process, the nematic liquid crystal was dropped on a resist

layer that was obtained by exposing the entire substrate

without using a photo mask, a contact angle between the

columnar structures and the liquid crystal was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . As a result, the

contact angle was 16°.

Embodiment 9

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and

had a first ITO electrode was dehydrated and baked at a

temperature of 200 for 30 minutes, and a photoresist

material (an SP value of 11, a positive type, and Tokyo Oka

Kogyosa) formed of an acrylic resin was spin-coated to great

thicknesses of 3, 10, and 19 respectively. Next, the

coating layer was pre-baked at a temperature of 110 for 3
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minutes, a photo mask having a plurality of openings

corresponding to a plurality of columnar structures was

installed on the coating layer, and the photoresist material

coating layer was exposed through the photo mask using an

ultraviolet ray irradiation system and developed at room

temperature. Thereafter, the coating layer was cleaned

using deionized water, dried, cleaned with 3% oxalic acid

ammonium, cleaned with deionized water, and dried. Also, a

post-exposure process was carried out and then a post-baking

process was performed at a temperature of 220 for 3

minutes, thereby obtaining the resultant columnar structures.

[0064]

When the height of the columnar structures was measured

using a layer thickness meter, the columnar structures had

layer thicknesses of 3, 10, and 19 fim. It was confirmed

that the heights of columnar structures obtained from the

above processes are the same as the thicknesses of the

photoresist material coated on the substrate. Thereafter,

the columnar structures formed on the first substrate were

covered with a glass substrate having a second ITO electrode

such that a surface of the second substrate where the second

electrode was formed faced the columnar structures. The

peripheral edges of the substrates were joined and bonded

using a sealing material, namely, photolec (Seisuki Fine

Chemicals) containing spacers, thus vacant cells were '
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obtained. Next, chiral nematic liquid crystal with an SP

value of 7 that was obtained by adding a chiral material to

ester-based nematic liquid crystal was injected into the

vacant cells. Liquid crystal in which the amount of added

chiral material was adjusted such that a selected reflection

region was set to a blue region was injected into a vacant

cell having 3-nm columnar structures. Liquid crystal in

which the amount of added chiral material was adjusted such

that a selected reflection region was set to a green region

was injected into a vacant cell having lO-p columnar

structures. Liquid crystal in which the amount of added

chiral material was adjusted such that a selected reflection

region was set to a red region was injected into a vacant

cell having 19-p columnar structures. Thus, liquid crystal

elements were obtained.

[0065]

When the performances of the liquid crystal elements

were measured by applying a voltage thereto, good

performances were obtained as will be described now. That

is, in blue color, a driving voltage was 45V (focal conic

arrangement ) /70V (planar arrangement), contrast was 2.5, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 27%. In green

color, a driving voltage was 40V (focal conic

arrangement) /85V (planar arrangement), contrast was 7.9, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 30%. In red color,
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a driving voltage was 60V (focal conic

arrangement ) /115V (planar arrangement) , contrast was 2.3, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 31%.

[0066]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue, green,

and red liquid crystals were dropped on a resist layer that

was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without using

a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and each of the liquid crystals was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . The contact angle was

10° in blue color, 12° in green color, and 16° in red color.

Embodiment 10

The embodiment 10 is the same as the embodiment 9

except that a photoresist material (an SP value of 14, a

positive type, and Tokyo Oka Kogyosa) formed of an acrylic

resin was used instead of the photoresist material (an SP

value of 11) . Thus, like in the embodiment 9, liquid

crystal elements were obtained to display blue, green, and

red colors, respectively.

[0067]

When the performances of liquid crystal elements were

measured by applying a voltage to the respective liquid

crystal elements, good performances were obtained as will be

described now. That is, in blue color, a driving voltage

was 50V(focal conic arrangement ) /80V (planar arrangement),
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contrast was 2.3, and reflectance in the planar arrangement

was 25%. In green color, a driving voltage was 45V (focal

conic arrangement) /90V (planar arrangement), contrast was 7.6,

and reflectance in the planar arrangement was 29%. In red

color, a driving voltage was 65V (focal conic

arrangement) /125V (planar arrangement), contrast was 2.0, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 29%.

[0068]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue, green,

and red liquid crystals were dropped on a resist layer that

was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without using

a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and each of the liquid crystals was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . The contact angle was

11° in blue color, 13° in green color, and 17° in red color.

Embodiment 11

The embodiment 11 is the same as the embodiment 1

except that a plastic substrate having an ITO electrode is

used instead of the glass substrate having the ITO electrode

and neither hydrated nor baked at a temperature of 200 °C.

Thus, like in the embodiment 1, liquid crystal elements were

obtained to display blue, green, and red colors,

respectively.

[0069]

When the performances of liquid crystal elements were
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measured by applying a voltage to the respective liquid

crystal elements, good performances were obtained as will be

described now. That is, in blue color, a driving voltage

was 30V(focal conic arrangement ) /50V (planar arrangement),

contrast was 5.4, and reflectance in the planar arrangement

was 23%. In green color, a driving voltage was 30V(focal

conic arrangement ) /60V (planar arrangement), contrast was

14.6, and reflectance in the planar arrangement was 22%. In

red color, a driving voltage was 55V (focal conic

arrangement) /100V (planar arrangement), contrast was 4, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 27%.

[0070]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue, green,

and red liquid crystals were dropped on a resist layer that

was obtained by exposing the entire substrate without using

a photo mask, a contact angle between the columnar

structures and each of the liquid crystals was measured

using a contact angle meter (CA-X) . The contact angle was

9° in blue color, 16° in green color, and 15° in red color.

Embodiment 12

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and

had a first ITO electrode was dehydrated and baked at a

temperature of 200 for 30 minutes, and a photoresist

material (an SP value of 10, a negative type, and JSR)

formed of a melamine resin was spin-coated to great
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thicknesses of 5, 12, and 18 [im, respectively. Next, the

coating layer was pre-baked at a temperature of 100 for 5

minutes, a photo mask having a plurality of openings

corresponding to a plurality of columnar structures was

installed on the coating layer, and the photoresist material

coating layer was exposed through the photo mask using an

ultraviolet ray irradiation system. Thereafter, a post-

exposure baking process was performed at a temperature of

100 for 3 minutes, and a developing process was performed.

After that, the coating layer was cleaned using deionized

water and dried. Also, a post-exposure process was carried

out and then a post-baking process was performed at a

temperature of 100 for 5 minutes, thereby obtaining the

resultant columnar structures

.

[0071]

Next, a glass substrate having one surface on which a

second ITO electrode was formed and spacers with diameters

of 5, 12, and 18 p were scattered was prepared. The

columnar structures formed on the first substrate were

covered with the glass substrate having the second ITO

electrode such that the surface of the second substrate

where the electrode was formed faced the columnar structures.

Also, the peripheral edges of the substrates were sealed

using a sealing material, namely, XN-21-S (Misuikagakusa)

containing spacers. While the two substrates were being
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compressed using a jig/ they were heated at a temperature of

180 for 2 hours so that the sealing material was hardened

and the two substrates were bonded to each other. Thus,

vacant cells were obtained. When the gaps of the cells were

measured using a layer thickness meter, they were 5, 12, and

18 p, respectively.

[0072]

Next, chiral nematic liquid crystal with an SP value of

7 that was obtained by adding a chiral material (S-811,

Merck) to ester-based nematic liquid crystal (refractive

index anisotropy of An =0.170, dielectric constant

anisotropy of A£ =30, isotropic phase-transition temperature

of TN_i=100 °C) was injected into the vacant cells. Liquid

crystal in which the amount of added chiral material was

adjusted such that a selected reflection region was set to a

blue region was injected into a vacant cell having 5-p

columnar structures. Liquid crystal in which the amount of

added chiral material was adjusted such that a selected

reflection region was set to a green region was injected

into a vacant cell having 12~nm columnar structures. Liquid

crystal in which the amount of added chiral material was

adjusted such that a selected reflection region was set to a

red region was injected into a vacant cell having 18-Jim

columnar structures. Thus, liquid crystal elements were

obtained.
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[0073]

When the performances of liquid crystal elements were

measured by applying a voltage to the respective liquid

crystal elements, good performances were obtained as will be

described now. That is, in blue color, a driving voltage

was 30V(focal conic arrangement ) /50V (planar arrangement),

contrast was 5.3, and reflectance in the planar arrangement

was 22%. In green color, a driving voltage was 30V (focal

conic arrangement) /60V (planar arrangement), contrast was

14.5, and reflectance in the planar arrangement was 22%. In

red color, a driving voltage was 50V (focal conic

arrangement) /95V (planar arrangement), contrast was 3.9, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 2 6%.

[0074]

Also, the liquid crystal element of the embodiment 12

made use of spacers having diameters equal to the layer

thicknesses of the photoresist material coating layer as

formed in the present embodiment 1, but obtained the cell

gaps equal to the heights of the columnar structures as

formed in the embodiment 1. The embodiment 12 is almost the

same as the embodiment 1 in terms of driving voltage,

contrast, and reflectance in the planar arrangement.

Considering these, it can be seen that even if spacers are

used when columnar structures are formed, the

characteristics of the liquid crystal element are not
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adversely affected, and also a liquid crystal layer can be

formed to desired thicknesses like in the case where no

spacers are used.

Comparative example 1

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and

had a first ITO electrode was dehydrated and baked at a

temperature of 200 for 30 minutes, and a photoresist

material (an SP value of 8, a negative type, and JSR) formed

of an acrylic resin was spin-coated to great thicknesses of

5, 12, and 18 Jim, respectively. Next, the coating layer was

pre-baked at a temperature of 90 for 5 minutes, a photo

mask having a plurality of openings corresponding to a

plurality of columnar structures was installed on the

coating layer, and the photoresist material coating layer

was exposed through the photo mask using an ultraviolet ray

irradiation system and developed. After that, the coating

layer was cleaned using deionized water and dried. Also, a

post-exposure process was carried out and then a post-baking

process was performed at a temperature of 130 for 5

minutes, thereby obtaining the resultant columnar structures.

[0075]

When the height of the columnar structures was measured

using a layer thickness meter, the columnar structures had

layer thicknesses of 5, 12, and 18 [im . Thereafter, the

columnar structures formed on the first substrate were
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covered with a glass substrate having a second ITO electrode

such that a surface of the second substrate where the second

electrode was formed faced the columnar structures. The

peripheral edges of the substrates were joined and bonded

using a sealing material, namely, photolec (Seisuki Fine

Chemicals) containing spacers, thus vacant cells were

obtained. Next, chiral nematic liquid crystal with an SP

value of 7 that was obtained by adding a chiral material to

ester-based nematic liquid crystal was injected into the

vacant cells. Liquid crystal in which the amount of added

chiral material was adjusted such that a selected reflection

region was set to a blue region was injected into a vacant

cell having 5-fim columnar structures. Liquid crystal in

which the amount of added chiral material was adjusted such

that a selected reflection region was set to a green region

was injected into a vacant cell having 12-[im columnar

structures. Thus, liquid crystal elements were obtained.

But, a vacant cell having 18-[im columnar structures was not

used.

[0076]

When the performances the liquid crystal elements were

measured by applying a voltage thereto, in blue color, a

driving voltage was 25V(focal conic arrangement ) /65V (planar

arrangement), contrast was 1.3, and reflectance in the

planar arrangement was 28%. That is, the contrast was very
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low. In green color, a driving voltage was 40V (focal conic

arrangement) /90V (planar arrangement), contrast was 5.9, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 18%. That is, the

reflectance in the planar arrangement was very low.

[0077]

Also, chiral nematic liquid crystal (having selected

reflection wavelength in the green region) with an SP value

of 7 that was obtained by adding a chiral material to ester-

based nematic liquid crystal was filled between the columnar

structures with a height of 7 \m, left as it was for 2 hours,

cleaned with n-hexane, and dried. When a sample obtained by

depositing gold on the columnar structures was observed

using a scanning electronic microscope (SEM) , it can be seen

that the columnar structures crumbled to a lower height.

[0078]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue and

green liquid crystals and additionally formed red liquid

crystal were dropped on a resist layer that was obtained by

exposing the entire substrate without using a photo mask, a

contact angle between the columnar structures and each of

the liquid crystals was measured using a contact angle meter

(CA-X) . The contact angle was 21° in blue color, 17° in

green color, and 25° in red color.

Comparative example 2

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and
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had a first ITO electrode was dehydrated and baked at a

temperature of 200 for 30 minutes, and a photoresist

material (an SP value of 7, a negative type, and JSR) formed

of an acrylic resin was spin-coated to great thicknesses of

5, 12, and 18 Jim, respectively. Next, the coating layer was

pre-baked at a temperature of 80 for 5 minutes, a photo

mask having a plurality of openings corresponding to a

plurality of columnar structures was installed on the

coating layer, and the photoresist material coating layer

was exposed through the photo mask using an ultraviolet ray

irradiation system and developed. After that, the coating

layer was cleaned using deionized water and dried. Also, a

post-exposure process was carried out and then a post-baking

process was performed at a temperature of 110 for 5

minutes, thereby obtaining the resultant columnar structures.

[0079]

When the height of the columnar structures was measured

using a layer thickness meter, the columnar structures had

layer thicknesses of 5, 12, and 18 [lm. Thereafter, the

columnar structures formed on the first substrate were

covered with a glass substrate having a second ITO electrode

such that a surface of the second substrate where the second

electrode was formed faced the columnar structures. The

peripheral edges of the substrates were joined and bonded

using a sealing material, namely, photolec (Seisuki Fine
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Chemicals) containing spacers, thus vacant cells were

obtained. Next, chiral nematic liquid crystal with an SP

value of 7 that was obtained by adding a chiral material to

ester-based nematic liquid crystal was injected into the

vacant cells. Liquid crystal in which the amount of added

chiral material was adjusted such that a selected reflection

region was set to a blue region was injected into a vacant

cell having 5-[im columnar structures. Liquid crystal in

which the amount of added chiral material was adjusted such

that a selected reflection region was set to a green region

was injected into a vacant cell having 12-|im columnar

structures. Thus, liquid crystal elements were obtained.

But, a vacant cell having 18-fim columnar structures was not

used.

[0080]

When the performances the liquid crystal elements were

measured by applying a voltage thereto, in blue color, a

driving voltage was 28V (focal conic arrangement) /67V (planar

arrangement), contrast was 1.1, and reflectance in the

planar arrangement was 27%. That is, the contrast was very

low. In green color, a driving voltage was 38V (focal conic

arrangement) /88V (planar arrangement), contrast was 5.7, and

reflectance in the planar arrangement was 17%. That is, the

reflectance in the planar arrangement was very low.

[0081]
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Also, chiral nematic liquid crystal (having selected

reflection wavelength in the green region) with an SP value

of 7 that was obtained by adding a chiral material to ester-

based nematic liquid crystal was filled between the columnar

structures with a height of 12 left as it was for 2

hours, cleaned with n-hexane, and dried. When a sample

obtained by depositing gold on the columnar structures was

observed using an SEM, it can be seen that the columnar

structures crumbled to a lower height.

[0082]

Also, in the above-described process, the blue and

green liquid crystals and additionally formed red liquid

crystal were dropped on a resist layer that was obtained by

exposing the entire substrate without using a photo mask, a

contact angle between the columnar structures and each of

the liquid crystals was measured using a contact angle meter

(CA-X) . The contact angle was 23° in blue color, 19° in

green color, and 28° in red color.

Comparative example 3

A glass substrate that had been desirably cleaned and

had a first ITO electrode was dehydrated and baked at a

temperature of 200 for 30 minutes, and cyclic-poly-

isoprene-based photoresist (an SP value of 7, a negative

type, and Tokyookaje OMR-83) was spin-coated to a thickness

of 7 nm. Next, the coating layer was exposed using a photo
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mask and developed, thereby obtaining the resultant columnar

structures. Also, chiral nematic liquid crystal (having

selected reflection wavelength in the green region) with an

SP value of 7 that was obtained by adding a chiral material

to ester-based nematic liquid crystal was filled between the

columnar structures with a height of 7 Jim, left as it was

for 2 hours, cleaned with n-hexane, and dried. When a

sample obtained by depositing gold on the columnar

structures was observed using an SEM, it can be seen that

the columnar structures crumbled to a lower height.

[0083]

Also, in the above-described process, blue and green

liquid crystals and additionally formed red liquid crystal

were dropped on a resist layer that was obtained by exposing

the entire substrate without using a photo mask, a contact

angle between the columnar structures and each of the liquid

crystals was measured using a contact angle meter (CA-X)

.

The contact angle was 25° in blue color, 19° in green color,

and 27° in red color. From the above-described results, it

can be known that when the liquid crystal elements according,

to the embodiments 1 to 12 in which the photoresist material

has an SP value of 10 to 15 are used together with liquid

crystals with an SP value of 8 or less, excellent contrast

and reflectance can be obtained. By contrast, when the

liquid crystal elements according to the comparative
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examples 1 and 2 in which the photoresist material has an SP

value of 7 to 8 are used together with liquid crystals with

an SP value of 7, sufficient contrast and reflectance cannot

be obtained.

[0084]

Also, because the final height of columnar structures

is equal to the thickness of the photoresist material layer

coated on the substrate, according to the method of the

present invention using the photoresist material, the

columnar structures can be simply formed to a desired height

without using spacers. Also, even if the columnar

structures are formed of photoresist containing spacers, the

liquid crystal elements can obtain good characteristics

equally.

[0085]

[Effect of the Invention]

As described above, according to the liquid crystal

element and the producing method of the present invention,

by enclosing a liquid crystal between two substrates, at

least one of which is transparent, the liquid crystal

element is not affected by hardness or softness of

substrates compared with a conventional liquid crystal

element, to be able to keep liquid crystal layer thickness

constant over a long period and to stably obtain a desired

contrast and reflectance thereby.
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[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal

element according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal

element according to another embodiment of the present

invention.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal

element according to still another embodiment of the present

invention.

[Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal

element according to yet another embodiment of the present

invention.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal

element according to further another embodiment of the

present invention

.

[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal

element according to further another embodiment of the

present invention

.

[Reference Numerals]
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la, lb: substrate having electrode

2: columnar structure

3: liquid crystal

4: sealing wall

5: insulating layer

6: alignment layer
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[0 0 1 1] Sft, But2S»?tlS©S^tt1f{c®^^

Bfa©«fflBII*»*J:i:*«T**. Sft, ffimtomc

Wr3Z*Wm.. & l ©S«©fr75F©ffi»c. SPfflAM

0-1 5©*hU^Xhtt8*Bf^©Ji*t?^ffif
h b->*x h«tfw«xB'^ Mia* h bi/*x bttnom

/^-y«cMjSUfta»©tt««ii*^5^fiO:8



. 5

t tat4-«sra?ottfi«&*««-ra-
[0 0 12] B5I2*^©^B

Ba«?©©jg75-tttc<J:i.

[ooi3] fcJBHtfcvT, r* h us;* ht*

[0 0 14] *f8^<0^a
H
B^?Rt>*^©^^>£tt5l/^

siatasj Lfcffla^«A^«sn5 <t 3 tc-ra. mis

fttt«iS#©iaStt, ffl*©&Rttii{t©& &#8§ii

^n»CtifB^*n*V>AV &fc3 /tm~2 0 |imi

g, <fc(5$?£L<tt5 (im~l 5 jimgffifrscfctf

[0 0 15] ^S£flffr&Afefc*©gSS©W£II

£J£tfO. 5% (MP*9 9. 5%) J-X±T**nff, fi£

T3(CLfctfoTft^i3gP€>ffl*fci:/h2 < 43tf,

«6«t4o« (imip^6o%) vcFT'&mm&mTt

tttt&ft (tttfclffjSflO ©*I#ft©*£2te2,im~2
5 0/tm8g, ttHflte 3 ft m~ 1 0 00/imiIgfcT

[oo i 6] mzmm&<D!%m$m<o&gMn*

4) ftFifl 2000-29035
6

[0 0 17] Sfc, *«MBO««*?K:*t^T, £l&
rfiB2«60tft^m«BW8EE*Wllirr*fc»<!)«tt

^rilK.fct©fc-ra^fcA^T-^5o £©tg£-09*{f8SSS

h*m*£ l S«©«ffiJ&fi!cE±fcMffif5 i: t>

5KttfaEB2-t±3;:i:tfT-£3,, S?!lK.t>*gI2

20 [0 0 1 8] $fc, m 1 RtfH2©g«i: LT«Stt*

»c«jMMMffll**rtLTtJ:v\ Si. MI2g£fcL
TWKt#«R*affl-r*k*tt, B«[tftttttM*Rt*

[0 0 19] Sfe, SuiSS^jS^tMfSm 1 Kit (R

tO S2©Sffit©^(;:iHlBl^®fiEUT !£.^i/\ B3Ir]

f<#ffi±xt± (aro S2S«©s««iSf*tisi^T

*ffl«U S2SS©fr^©®fcl^1i©E(6lK^

40 st©fc-ract*<Tts.
[0 0 2 0] *%^ffit*5U>T. BtESJtlg

tf. tm&#MiMftZBl£?#a J: 5 £B%flJHn£Jg

50 5ilfcT^TK.5o
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[o o 2 1 ] $ its "*RB»srttt»^T, MiBBftxg

[0 0 2 2] £ iSgfcJSUT, SuE^fiOlSftT*

KSfKMfc J: Off6n*tt*«B£H*fc»L*^ hBft

JtLTfr*.tfJ:v\, #X fSS^iaS«T9 c 9,

* h U^X h4>Ofl^^se«y^O»^(0iftA

[0 0 2 3] ftfc, *«HMrttt^^Ttt, Stfflfigf*

% 2 StEfcBtaSWT. B 1 RtfS 2 fifi?tt«flBe«

[00 2 4]

?tt, '>ft<fcfc-**rawft* Sl&tf»2 0«SN-

5fc»ftEB*nT^S. Sfc. RgfiBBfcttJgRcDtt

«eww»*w*«*iTv^. K«ftoft««s«tts p

<g*u o~i 5©tm^6»5nsa»?*«^6as

[0025] ms^^mommmom^m^ m
h u^x u sr, » i obshesKoBS
JgJ5Sc®tC. S P mtfl 0- 1 5©* h U^X h#S£i?T
£<DJP£T^)Tf&o *hUS>Xh*J«0B*tt, Xtf

h*#8tt, <a^3/xm~2 0/imgja, £9»£L<&
5/xm~l 5pm^0JPRfcftSJ:3fci9-fc»fc-t

[0 0 2 6] #3©BlCj3tt5 rg&j ^m\t<D&%

5) ^12000-29035
8

fiOXC&tf7 -f ;l/A«^<DlEtt*#S^6 ft« tOTfe

[0 0 2 7] JBlfttflS2 0«W»«Sfi09-&^ft<

sR*-f K *Ux-r;bX;b*V^<0®j^;tf^X§£
8ffl^«o JSW«ffii:UTtt I TO (Indium Tin Oxi

10 deK Sn0 2 . I n0 3 ll©#£lfre>ft£BB. */>

AWBp 6 fteBMKffitSS c k#W *.

[0 0 2 8] #1>T\ Bf2ott«*BS**»a-e#* J:

5 ft7* hvx*t?BB* h U5>X httftVWmitm

20 & 0 C(Okt<ojp!»iafittffJx.tf i ooXfiUifc-rsc:

ftSfe^Blc. B3tftOU^XK*#«E*mtf l 0

[0 0 2 9] #^T\ B%£0&R£££tt£Si**$

30 *Xh^-+>^jffla*fToTt>J:^o ^xhg^tffla
fctt. tt««5Stc/^-^>y$nfcuyxhf*fr"»E
0^*«rB3t-rs«yi«:V>9« *x hBJtt'*ff5 c k«c

^ T^TX. CO f<DftD^SgtigiJ^ tf 1 0 0 TC«±

Wci:^t§c *Xh^-*y^«cJ:0SfikU

[0 0 3 0] B20«Btt«WK«. ^©mffi

40 «HCB«att«n*0«(cA(tTCtiK:B4ak $tOf

1 StEOH»8PtciJitB«:JB« LTfc < C t fe «.

[0 03 1] coJiafcUTSetifc^-b/l/OttAPA^

50 UXf'Jy^iSa, *vfwy^ffi^Br^O-NU^/l/
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[0 0 3 2] C0*5fcLTBSft*:*^01jittB
ffioaa*?© i momwzm 1 i^t* ckdjks*?

BlSffitttSfil afttfB2<D«ffittSrSfil b

£0 $ft. gffil aMl bOfflfctiS P<Bl 0-1 5

»»<Ott««5i<*2*<JB«*nTfeD, Sfil a, lb

mv&ffi&tt 2 noamicBffiJi 3 vmitztiw
So Sfc, Bffil a. 1 bBOH»ffifcliS#?{ttp5

[0 0 3 3] COittlfffciil:, gffittl a, lb

s 0 sfc, tt««gft2*«iai-s*hb^xh*»s
ft*©* h U^X htffittfcBS^*-* S POtftf

1 o~i 5<o^5ffl^^^7ci6. ctifrznzn&frbis
$>x vmmmmt. mnspm& s wtt-*s%a 3

lc»LT»**^Xtt»i!»jlWrf, fifflfctofcOtttt

«BS(*20Bf£0»«3W8»«n*o cntcj:t), S&
a la. 1 bOHM^ftfe^WEaiaoWUiOJI^C

Sfiocktf-ptic ft*, SIEttflBolCTJc*fc'!>

[0 0 3 4] ifc, tt««Jfi(*-2<0«SkLT*H/S;
X h fcfiUBU -£<Dg& 1 a±£* h l^X htffifc

Sffil alcSrfcfcgfil b*«adto«TBr3BP*0*

vzhttHmMzmft, a«LTtt««3t*2*»sfe
*6s vx*j^ti6i:fcffi«)T»Sofiv^tt««jaft2

[0035] (&Ktiti&{t)

t>\ &mm^t<ommm^2 win x^^l<
tii 7

0 wFt&z&o K&vtmmizm^zct#v

[0 0 3 6] £ ft, *%Q!OA<D^NBefii0iKaiR?«

6) #882 0 0 0-2 9 0 3 5

10

B2fc*-r« coiffljRtt, a 1 ts-rjRax^ic*
^T, Slifil afctt««ittt2kOHRtfg2 5fi
1 bta««jtft:2i:(Dra(c % ^n^ncn^sso®

So *<Dm<Dm&&. Bi©«ajR?fcB«T-&o, m
ussMcttH wm*m*ftlt^s 0 c©«aB?fc
£Sfc. S15la> 1 bOSifrrsffifc^tt^tiKH-S

[0 0 3 7] COittft«|f«l:SfcoTli, ft

10 firsts 1 a, 1 b<o9SBtim±ttibs iOz m

lt^<o cnuM&unfmHmtttmsLi a, 1

«?*C*V^T, Sg 1 1 a £ft*flgigft 2 fcOBStf
gS2g«i bttt«ffijgtt:2^©F^ ^n^ncin^
SffiOffiiiiSH to ftSEfiK 6 fitf 6 ttfc t>or*

£S£, EfiR6<D#ftfc:<fc»K aWB«»fcfei/^T«S

^fc#flfc«oftEl*0Mfcfc*.

[0 0 3 8] C<0«fl*?*fai|-rSfcfefcot«4. ft

ffitt^gffi la, lb omffi®dc®±(c^46# 'M 5 H

El&R. *U75»y^»*^yElRlK*^OEfRlK*X

«ffiRGFE(RlHf*#SK 1 a, 1 b^ffiV>T> B 1 <D«

«»of»i:B*tebTW^««B1-*, tft>

30 04(c^-rj:9(c, SlSfil attttt*Jfi(*2!:OB

atfS2S« 1 b tffifmmtb2 tomic znztic
nzmfovmmmbicttzmmimim 5rqfe^h
6^coBfczStf6nft«S«Ft, *«WO*6fc«

•ksfc. fiffii a. 1 boafii-rsffifc^n^nRwe

nftBBBOB»ai»W»jt«ti« ££t>lc. wmvi

*F«, a 1 RtfB 2 gffi 1 a . lb <D&mmmtim±

40 OffittB 1 ©ffiS^oa^^HtttbTflFST'tSo
[0 0 3 9] ^fc, B5tC^fcfc5k:. ^llfilak

ffiftiigtt2 2:OBlcfifi<DffiaiKH{ctoftd«jKtfi»

ttM 5 KtfEfiffi 6 »c ©Wfc»«Snft*S*?t

,

So coSaSS^kiASi:, B3<D»a*?i:Httk:.

steia. 1 boaipj-rsffifc^n^nstfstiftiia

BOB«W®«^l»it*nsi:fctfc: % fflW«Mfcfet^

TJte^aJABf^OElRlttBka*. coKMTtt,
b 1 sfe 1 a ®BmjftB±fcTO«muMai saif

50 ElRlR6*»«LTfet. *<0fflttBlO«a«FO«
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[GO 4 0] £fc, H6tcS-rj:^tC, 3l2gffil b t

ffli 5 StfEiRjH 6 tfc o«»::«j«*nfc«*llS?fe.

T&B
a
B#7*W£©El6]#«i:&£o cvm&mTiz.

m 2g& 1 b «raej£ffi±lc?&«ft!fi8ttR 5 SO*

ElRliiefcJ&jSLTfct, ?<Dmm 0tt&JR?O«

[0041] 03, mARTfmevmikmTWE

ri'>ytt^©^i£T-©figLT*3<©tcJip^.T, ft 1 g
Wl 1 a ±fc«j8Lfcttttl(iafc 2 O±9lcEAM<0i»l
fcXTV-StfU ffiiS (mtf2 0 0

,

C) T'&tfcSfe

*tfcTEfill*»*'r*i:i:fc-e**. c©&, PIS

filaMl bomtimK&U m^sz 0 0 1) OS
«TTBfi»)^to-e-*ci:fc:j:t) % 3aS£l a. l bF.g©

[0 0 4 2] J^LhSiWUfeffltSiSI^WEHJlintcJ;?)®

Ii-rst^fcoTtt, i£<£ 2 fiS©8E%8l;!jflLT&JI

[0 0 4 3] 3UXxU'y^*B%^mfltt» ^'JA;b

[0 0 4 4] nbXrU-y^ffl^-r^alli, *\

^©'n y * ;i/
e

-y f-^ssi^tKaavh* <^t> 'ny

[0O45]ftt>T, -JV-l-WMtyt-ti^-v
*E?*J© 2 #38*91 91M.5 ci:»c J: 0, SflESt (7

7 ) ®F„1 2 0 0 0 - 2 9 0 3 5

12

(7U-+E5"j) -Sa (7*-*/l/3-y*E5!D §

&R$ttA/?RBU ±ttfl%£»£B LfcftfcJRatf

?OJt*R*ttA nQftUMuj: D$&#?©*! lifttiG

©te UtttfffPtfc«Mfc43V>Ttt, fl&EfclslfES-es

&m*<fc^fc&Aft#ttTSI5©<Ift«fc:& o Tig ?>nHg

[004 6]

coffin] wTs *%w*nmmzmfTm&mcmw
-r-stf. *?iHj«^ne»©iifi6^Jti:ffi^^n?.t,©T(i

aHfeStCM-1 000 (=//l/£ttl0 *1^T^T»
«S»* (Yffl) fcM&rscfcTfirofc. Y«*VlvS

^T'©YM/{a5W$«^T'©Y» T#*&ft*.
^fiSfiRIl

20 &< gt^^tlfcMI 1 © 1 T 0*ffittt fi=77,W&*. 2 0

01CT-3 0»F«gift7j<'<-*>^U ^75^81*^
*S*hU->*7.h«ift (SPfill 0, J SRtt

S) 55nm, 12/im. 1 8 /i m©JPISi:ft.5<fc

5

0 0XT 5SjWI^-*V^ L, ttftO&Ktt&tttf

b^i: 1 0 0"CT-5#F.3©#Xh^-*>^Ti/\

[004 7] *Mx->*Xh*m©S Pffitt,

S PffltHUT-SStLfc, WT©S*SSWcte^Tt.
B*Tf«*. WittTtt««ia{*0*S*aiJ6Lfti:c

±t^flJLfe* h U-7x htffi©^*fc|a]i;T-fe5J:

[0 0 4 8] H 1 3MR±0tt««Jt(*0±fc %

H2© I TO«S## XS<g*a<l^fi!c®^IStt«

«3i«:©75fcInlltTte^ X^—9"A0©a±Sij7*h

tSPffi7©, x7.T;l/^v-r-r--yi'®B| OSjJf^S

M4n = 0. 1 7 0, §fffi35g£teA e = 3 0, ^
50 ffl'\©tSg&!S&T,-, =1 OOt) tC*-<5;WH
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(s-8 1 1> t^nm) ^ftpbfc*>r^;i/^v-r

[0 0 4 9] cn$<D&FBm?lcim&3ft^Jlxm&

/vux«e*£& ^rti^mm^mtr^rco

W1E«3 0V (7*-*;l/=i-y*E5U) /50
V C/U—*E5U) . nyh77htt5. 4, 7V-t"
EMTOE#*tt2 3%TM&ofc. «THJE»«Ett3
0V (7*-*;U3-*y*EW) /6 0V C^-^E
M) , nVh^XMil 4. 6, ^BWT?©SI*
¥tt 2 2 %T*ofc0 iTIillfEii 5 5V (7*-
*;l/n-y^E5»J) /100V C/lx—J-EM) ,

b7Xhtt4, ^b-+EWT?OE»*tt2 7%T*^

[0 0 5 0] SJEfcia«OXST% <SL7*hV
X*£to*?£ffiWfcB3teLT»fcU5>X h§IO±£,

asm«, CA-X) ^fflV>Ttttt^{*^^H
s
a ^

*T1 2° T*fcofc0

*fiS0ij2

mafeRM i ke^t, me* h u^x htm c s ?m
10) fcft*T, *55>*BBfr&***hU5>Xh
*m (s p«i 5, j sRttSD *fflv^(fi

[00 5 1] #«S* :Ffc:«Ea3lHJLTfr

^>rxttfiE?&

fco t^toS* WTtiffi»i«E«3 0V (7*-*;l/n

--y*EJ»J) /5 5 V -C^U—tEW) , n>h^Xh
tt5. 2. ^U-^-E5>Jt?(DE»*tt2 4%T?*o/£o

g"l?ttffifiFSEtt3 0V (7*-*;I/a-y>Bfl0/
60V C/U-^EJ© > 3>h5XMil5. 3, ^
U—*-E5!lT*<DES***i 2 3 ^ fcc fSWiffiftB

E&5 0V (7*-*;l/n~'y*E0J) /9 5 V (TV
-t^EJU) , n>h^xKti4. 5s yi/-+E5»JT©
EW*ii2 8%t?fe^fc0

[0 0 5 2] $fc % WEfcHtt©XST\ <BL7*hv

8) ffl2000-29035
14

iJB* BR^©a*B*BTU Jgfefeftft

EfmtK, ca-x) *m^T&ftmmfrtm&t
(ommnmi^Ltco tmnanvs* . htm 5°

.

§H«J3
ME^IftOT 1 fcfcl^T, 8513* h b^X ( S P fg

1 0) fctt*T> *y^>Jk®mfrtt%*hlsi/Xb
tm (s p«i 2. j sRttia)

10 *.ft&tt»R?*ftfc.

[0 0 5 3] #«fljR?«c«EBliPLT«r/WXttftE*

fee -ffcfc^ WTJiffiflHEtt 2 9 V (7*-*/U3
/5 2V C/l/-«Bfl) , 3Vh7Xh

tt5. 4, *-E5>Jt?<DE»*tt 2 4%T*feofco

SWilESlttEW: 3 0 V (7*-*;l/3--y*E50 /
6 0V C/U—*-E#l) , laVb^Xhttl 4. 9, 7"

b-^E5»JT*<OEI**«2 3%T**ofco ft?ttBlM
EttSOV (7*-rt/I/3-y*E5U) /100V

20 b-^E^J) > r3Vh^XMi4. 2, *-E5UT?

<OE»*tt 2 8 %T£-p/c 0

[0054] $fc* mmtmm<oxmx\ ML7*h^
X**ft2r£ffi«fcBftLT»fcbs;x h^OJ:tc.

WE», 8Rtf*0£«S*r»TFU fflBkftW" (Bftff

©imtS. CA-x) «ffi^rttttffii»l:4M»{:

o8»tt*il«Lfc. »ftfcft(4»"e5' , »T?1 4°
,

*TM3° Tfeofcc

SI«J4
Suf2^»J 1 ic^^T, ME* h L^X hM^ (SPi

30 1 0) (C^T, p«7SVJR«B^&&S.*hU>?Xh
tt» (S P<®1 4. *»S!, J S Rttfi) *ffll^fc(B

[0 0 5 5] *}S»llHF«c«EBJJaLTr/WXtt*li*

Tc0 T*t>*>, tT*liiatfftt3 0V (7*-*;l/3

-y^iSW) /53V (yu-^-EM) > 3>h7Xh
tt5. 3, yb-^EW"e<OE»*«2 3%T*orco
^T'timifjmjEti3 0 V (7*-*;l/3-^^E5»D /

40 5 9V (/U-t^J), 3yh7Xh(il5. L 7
U-*EMT*©Eif*tt 2 3%T*ofc, ^T'tilgiim

E(±5 0V (7*-*;l/3-yirEM) /9 8 V (7
rb

—fEW) . ziyh^XM*4. 3. ^b-^-EJIJTO

[0 0 5 6] £fc, MEfcHttOXat?, {0L7^-hv

ffifmtSx CA-X) *fflv^Ttttt«Btft*:ft«fti:

OgMft^aH^Lfco gfiWI^WT'5
0

. HTM 3
ft

.

50 2° T*&^fCo
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5»BBiP»U ftSyprtTl 8 0
,

C"e2fiFHIftIJ»Lfco

i!OElRlitf*#S 1 »K*2 0 0TCT3 0#fa»j<^-

(SPfilO, *m JSRttS) t^eya-r-f

X**rt LTtt* h U2>X h*m^**fl*!H»SEB
*ffll^TB3fcLfco *V^» 1 0 01CT?3»IH«itt»^

[0 0 5 7] jfctvp, s i S«±Ott««Jfi*0±fc:,

Lfc»2 0^xStE*ElSllWB*ffi*Ktttt«Ji*0

SP«70»fiH«(i:a«K«tt«**r«. xxtil/

**^r -< * * rSJafc* 5 ;l/*J»*SftP LfcA^

[0 0 5 8] C<DiS0
a
Bl?ME9l|)OlTf/WXfi

*M£Lfci:<:5, J£®]^Eti6 0V (7*™jMO-
y*E5© /9 0V W—rmi) > 3>h7XMi
8. U *EM?0K»*tt2 7%fc*

/WX«tt^#5tifco l^fcH«<DXgT\ {B

L7* h7X*mf^ffiWfcBftbmfcb^X h

b<o±£, iMB««*sanFb. mm wtaftm$&m CA-X) ^ffl^Ta^3g<*i:®a
HBi:^SM^

*BreLfcfcc3, 1
4° T*t>ft.

&<9»tnitm i o i.T0B«**jiJ5x*«* 2 0

0W3 0»BIB*^+vyu ^9S^MHiiP6
"«*H/»M» (SPilO, *m JSRft
SD fcxevn—r-f^Uti #^T\ K£H£ l o

±t«», K7*hvx**ftLTR*hbS>X htm

0tT3»«B*a^-*vyu

1 0 or-es»iao#xh^-«+yy*fft\ tttf^ig

[0 0 5 9] #^T% £ 1 Sfi±Ofttt«§}£ft<D±fc:,

9) $#^2 0 0 0-2 9 0 3 5

16

tt«ettJKt±tcElPlH»»*xyu-ffiWL, 2 0

0TC-flft*»»*ili:TJBiRLfto Sfc, £2 CO I TO

HttK I^EfRj^^m 1 «fij:0BAH£at>'&* J: 5 fc

LTCtifctte, S&2 0 0C£TBEftBM^D«t>

10 [0060] c Offl-feil/lC S P ffi 7 Ofifefcgffigftfifi

5. mmmm±3 5v (yt-*;i/n-y ^EW) /6
5 V (7rU-^E5U) . 3>h7XMi8, 7rU—^E

[0 0 6 1] Sft, tuB£H«<0XgT\ (SL7^ hV
X*£tt;£r£ffi«fcBttLT»fcU$;x h§t<D±£,

20 mm&zMTu &mm (&%mwmm±m. ca
-x) zm^T&ttm&&m&t<DmMftttmfe\,tz
tCZ, 16° T»*oft.

^»J7
1 tcfc^T, S Pi7W7;l/^f^7

*JHHMcf«.T. S Pl7 0xXf;l/Mvf^
H (B»f*S*ttA n - 0. 17 0. SSB^Stftt A s

= 3 0, §*F«'\©ffiite»fi£T i _, = 1 00°C)

[0 0 6 2] C <D«S§£F<D±-RCS1/^Cjg^Sfilft

30 «*EBLTN*S©«ft*?*««Lfc0 ^LT, u

E»«E0V"eaa*9 3%, JBISBEE2. 3VT

b^stu mmntf mm^nm±m, ca-x)

1 3° Tfeofco

^®ff*J8

40 «BEft««3fc*^T, SP<l7C0*^7;l/^Vx^y
^fS0

a
9tc^^T. SPjl70x7f;«*vfY'v*S

a
B
« (B»T*5SttAn = 0. 17 0, SS«*S*ttA e

= 3 0, «6r«^Offle»BKT.-, «1001C) ^ffl

iMttttt, MI5^^J3i:^^l1$^cLT^SaBa^^^#^co
[oo6 3] co^0

H
a^co±T^so>tci:^-r^<i)t

fiSEBLTN^COftSJIE^^Lfco ^LT, C

5, ^li^EO VT*3tia$9 5%, ^iMj£2. 3 VT*

2B1*1 2%Ofi»4r^WXl»*38«»6hfc. ^/c,

50 WEkHflKOXST. fiL7*hvx^Sr^*'r*B«
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fi*8TU Sttfttf (ttSJjfffiS^tail, CA-X)
£Ei^TttttWS*km& k ogttft£«J£ L k c 5
1 6° Tfcofco

&<ft#£tlfcSS 1 <0 I TO«fitt£#5XSfi*2 0

«*M<s;xMm (spffii k m^jsfk

IH&§0 £3 /i m, 10/im, 1 9 /imOJPJlkS:6

3%^aW^-')AT«L, ttzKT*«fc»U £
jt2#fco #Xh8%i:2 2 0XT3#ffl(D#

[oo6 4] mmmT*&ttm&»<D&zzmfeLtctc

±fcW&Ufc*> U^X httfl<DJS^kl^UT^SCl k

^tlfco #V>T\ £ 1 Sffi±©tt#«tiS#<D±

-b/Wcs Pfil 7?\ iXf/i/pvr^y^Mli:^

;l/TO^®inM^ligLfcfSaHa^aAb. i9/im(7)(i

[0 0 6 5] «BB*Ffc«EEWinLT7f/W.Xttft*

/co fftfo-B. *?wnMEti:4 5 V (7*-
-?*EW) /7 0V C/U-^EJU) . 3>h7Xh

2 . 5 . 7 M25IJT*<DSI**J± 2 7 %T*£ofc0

flT'ttefMBEti: 4 0 V (7*-*;lo-*y^E?iJ) /
85V C/U-^EJUK 3>h7Xhtt7. 9,

-tEJ»lT'OS«*tt 3 0 %T*t)fco *T*ttffi»)«E

»6 0V (7*-AJl/a-y{rEM) /115V 0/U
-*EM) > 3VhvXMi2. 3. yu-^"E9JT*0
RW$*4 3 1 %T*ofc0

[0 0 6 6] KBEfcBWDia^ (BL7*hV

10 ) ^12 0 00-2 9 03 5

18

ffifmtSk CA-X) *ffl^Ttttt*Ettk£«Bfc

OttttA*M£Lfc. 8IWI4W7 1 0° % WR12

Xttffl 1 0

fflKSS»«9fc:fev^ IWE*hU$>Xhtm (SP<1

1 1) icftjLT. 7*y;^«Ifr6ft5*hU^h
»» (s p«i 4, #s^l ^*sfkisat»D

10 *fT*S#*»«f*»te.
[0 0 6 7] *«a3R :F^«E9lilDLT'r^>fXttfll*

as Lfc k c 5, ciTfcavr* 5 fcfi»attiEA«»6n

fco *T&t)-&, «TttOMEU: 5 0 V (7*—*Ao
-y*K^D /8 0V (^U-f-EW) , avh^xh
«2. 3, 7

,U-^EWe©EI**tt2 5%T?*ofc 0

ST'WJESMtEtt: 4 5 V (7**-#;l/3-*y#&*IJ) /
90V (TV—J-E5U) > 3^h77htt7. 6. Tb

(i65V (7t^;toyWI)/12 5V (Tb
20 -*EJU) . rJ>h^XHi2. 0. yU-7-E^JT*0

[0 0 6 8] Sft, WEkH«OlST, fSL7*hV

ifi*a«, ca-x) *fflv^Ttt««Jfi*k«ftSk

$mmi i

ms^ftfti i icfcv^T, Mia i Towfts^xs*
30 fc$*T, I T0«W#*^5X^y*WHE*«V\

[0 0 6 9] SMUHKyKaEaitPLT^/WXlHfi*
$i£Lfck<:3. ttTfcS"r«fcdtA»ftttll6*W6ft

fc. T£*>^ »WilK»«EBi3 0V (7*-#;l/ti

-y^Ef>J) /5 0V C7ls—rmb % nvhrXb
«5. 4, ^U-^EW^OSI**tt2 3%-e*ofc0

«T*ttffilft«Eii3 0V (7*-*;l/3-y*Ef© /
40 6 0V (7U~7-E?U) , nyh^Xh^l 4. 6. 7"

U-+E5!l1fOE»*tt2 2%"eftorc0 *T*«K»«
E&5 5V (7^;l/3-7*E?J)/l00V C/

U-t"E?U) . nyh5Xht4 4, yU-7"E?iJr'(0E

W^ti2 7%T^ofc0

[0 0 7 0] Sfc, WEfcHfllOia^ {0L7^- h^r

mnmtm. ca-x) *fflv^re««ji(tk*is«i:

50 *715' Tfeofco
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nmm 1

2

&<fflc»S*lfc£ 1 <0 I T0tS(*f*7Xifi*2 0

0rT*3 0»fflIft7jc^-*>^U *5^:/&8t8gfr5
w*hus;xh»fl(sPiio, *m jsr?±

K±£Rtt, R7*^X££^LTR*hUi;xh#

0 0
,

C"e3iMBB3t8^<-*vy*ffif\ II«to
tco x^x\ nbkvimvk. &&tttco #x

[oo7i] &^t\ m.MBf&mmm 5 p m, 1 2 p
rru 1 8 /imQX^-^^tSc^bfc^20I TO«<ift

^201 Towmttzjj?'xmm*nM&fm (x

ttii) zm^T&&smffiAz%±^ wsmmfr&to
m£ffl^TinEL&tf5 1 8 01CT*2«fHlliP«iLTKi*

^tlftlSiim, 12/im, 18pmT£ofco
[0 0 7 2] &^T\ £-fe/l/fcS Pffi7<0, xXr;H
^7««P^ttAn = 0. 170,8
mmmji& a £ = 3 0 , ^ffl^coffl&gsg tm =

loot) fcia^Mm (S-8 1 i v */i/**±@)

p
B̂ SAL> l 2^mOtt«*Jt#^-rs^-b;l/fc:«:

*wr**fe;wcttjRa«««cas?s««ft«#r* £

B#F«§fc.
[0 0 7 3] £BB*yfc«EWioLTT/WXttB*

/Co -Tftto*. «T*tiB»«E« 3 0 V (7*-
-y*E5U) /5 0 V (^b-^E9iJ) , r^h^Xh
tt5. 3, 7U-*EMT©Ef«SfcJ:2 2%T*feofco

»T*iBtt«EEtt3 0V (7=i~*;l/3-y»EJiJ) /
6 0V (71/—HERD , 3>h7XHil 4. 5,7

j-e5ut<oe»¥«2 2%T**ofc0 ftT'immm
Ett5 0V (7*-A;l/3-y*BEM) /9 5V (7b

E»*tt2 6%T*ofc0

[0074] ccojiffieyi 2«, mmzmmuc

11 ) «fBB 2000-29035
20

fcfcX^--**fl«BLTfc, f/WXWttellBltS

10 ItRMl
ft<*»*tlfc» 1 <0 ITOttittt/f7Xi«*2 0

0t:i?3 05MBBbK^-*>yu 7^U4/5S»B3^6
***hU5>XM*» (S Pffi8, *»a JSRtt
BD*5pnu 12/im, 1 8 pm©BRi:4S«fc3lc:

^n:?nxtr>n-T-^>^Lfc0 #^t\ r&k*9
0lC?5»H7b*<-*V$ru l«SOtt««Ji#A'»

BK*Btt»HBa«fi*JB^TB«U SBSfirofc.

3fe£ 1 3 0 tt'S^FWXF^y^m\ att

[0 0 7 5] K*«-T*ft««5ii*:OS**SI£bfci:i:

5, ^ft^tlSprru 12 pm, 1 8 pm<DKJPTfco
/to ^^t% BiBfi±©tt«^tt<o±k:, fg2<oi

T OBBM-fr/f7XSfi«BS^«ifi«rKa«BS«<D

(«7jc7r-rvy^*;i/tts) zm^Tg&mmgm*

30 <i7<D, ixf;l/)K*vf^ •^»at*^7;WiB*
i^inUc*>/7MVr^7^8Sffi*i£Ab fc0 5pm

*axu 1 2 pmott«Bja***Tr*Sir/ufc««

4nB*BfiLfc»ai«£AU B»«?*»ft.

[0 0 7 6] *»»ffffcBEWiPLTx/^XttHI*
aJ^LfcfcCS, *TttffiBBEtt2 5V (7*-*;U

40 3-^»E^J) /6 5V > 3>h7X
httl. 3, 7U—^EWT*OS»*(428%Tfet),
>h7Xh»tlc»of:o S/c, ST*ttJB»Bff

(i4 0V (7*-*;l/3-y^E5»J) /9 0V (7rU-
tE^I) s ayhvXhfiS. 9, yu-^EJijT'OS

l 8%T*S0, yi/-ttlW^M$W^i:

[0 0 7 7] &*5, HuEfclRiaitLrSfca*7 pmO
ttttBifitWHfc:, HuISi:lHl«OSPfi7(D, xxr;!/|

50 v^^^BB CBfilcJHRSNBft«4rr««o) *
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BfcU 2B*HlftfiLft1& KiSaSn-'N^VTft

V^l/*jt*S!«?HJtt8 (S EM)

[0 0 7 8] $ft, MEfcHtt<DIgT\ {BL7*hv
X^fcttS^ffiMtcBftbTSfcU^X h§tO±JC,

u SMAtf- (aa5iffi»*taa, ca-x) zm^r

&<ffi#£nft|ll<DI T0«ffitt£#7Xgffi£2 0

«*hU^Xh*MI (SPI7, *#SL J SR*±

jH)*5fim, 12/xm, 1 8 |im<0KJP*:S:5<fc9fc:

Xl?>3—r4V?L1to #l^T\ R£IS*8 01CT?5

iftBttOHln***£7* hvx**E£K±fcR

i i oicT-5»rao#xh^-*>^*fTi/\ a««ifi

ft*Hfto

[0 0 7 9] JWWfT?tt««Jfi{*©*5€riB£LfcfcC

3. ^JVfftS firm 12/iim 1 8 /im<DJlJPT*&o

ft. #^T\ S l Sfehoa««IJfi#©±fc:. SB2« I

fefit&tf&SU 2-b;l/*#fto #^T\ ffi-tr/I/teSP

^Lft*^"5;l/*v-r^ydfJSS*aALfto 5/xm

[0 0 8 0] ^aa^cBEailiPLTx/WXttfil*
S!l^tfthC5. «r*t4E»«E« 2 8 V (7*-*;i/
n-^^E?J) /6 7V.C/U—«B5»J) ,

Mi 1 . 1 > yU-^-B?»J"POE»*tt 2 7%T*0,
ayh7Xh«f(e»9/co £ft> li?ttnmBE
fc*3 8V (7*-*/Lo-^E?)J) /8 8 V 0/b-
*EM) . 3>f7Xbtt5. 7, yb-^-EMT<Dg
ftWttl 7%?fctK /U-tttSTOgWAW:

[0 08 1] MEfcHffifcLTttfciaS 12fim
0tt««iSttBSfc:* WEf:H«0SPfi[70, xXx;U

12) ^H2 0 0 0-2903 5

22

y-y^tjaESB^Hna (sem) «bcvc«*l
ft tea, 8«PtfJt*JHB*qiL<«Bn, JtSflHttTL

Tl>ft0

[0082] sft, KMEtwtioia-e, eL7^-hv
X^fcftS^ffittfcBttbTfcftU^X N*D±fc,

fiufBS, ^©^H
B
HRl>^si^Lft^O^^ST

io u fefmnt mmnmnmm, ca-x) *jb^t
tttt<i3Sfth^0

Bai:ojg^»J^bfto
T*2 3° % gTM 9° . jS"?2 8° T'&ofto

tk«M3

oTcr*3o»n»ac^-*vyu sft*u^y^u>
PFl/^Xh (SPI7, jflMjSffcgOMR

-8 3) «7[im©lW»i:4«J:5fc:x^y3—r-r^
U 7*hvx*fcfflVvtRftU S««:^Ta««Ji

20 Pffi7<0. xxf-;WR*v^y*«»te*-<7;l/tt»*
iS4DUftA>r7;I/^v^y^jSS 0»cSKttS««,r
*fc<D) *«ftU 2«B8ttBLfc&* RiSSfcri-'s

mLfti^>yA/««iam7mRM (s em)
Tl^Lf^C5, *MBtf«n. **«HttTLT^ft.
[0 0 8 3] Sft. HMBfcH«<DXST\ (IL7*
X*«>*r±B»lCB«bT»ftU3;x h§t©±l£\

fis§e»> ^co^B
B
BRo^u^sbftisofSr0^iST

(MjliimtR, CA-X) SrfflV^T

30 e«NB»fc«U^0fl^«KLft. ttMfttt*

T*2 5° . »TM 9° % ST2 7' T*&oft0 «±OS
3hhU^Xhtt»OSPfi*M 0-1 so^atc^

**5SB^Ml--l 2fc«fc9fi6nftaEfi*?J4, s

P ffitf 8 OTcD®ffl(c^^^H
B
a tffl^t>^fiEffl Lft^i

aw 7 xti 8 -essJtim 1 rxs 2 0 tt^nft^s
URTtt. SPfil70^a39 i:ffl^t>^<^ffiLft^
tc, +»a3>h^xhRtfES**M#sn&A^ftc:

40 fc)WHN&.

[0 0 8 4] ft*. a^w^#6n§tt«Sig»<D«^
ttWRJbfcW&Lft* h Ixi^x h»SBOJP*fcH«-e
ftoftcfcfrs, *hbs;xh#»*ffl^ft*RW^ffi

xh^sftsefleBJiftsjBa-rs^ktfcx^-**
WfflLT^,. raaofi»4x/wx«Ftt*frra*fi*

[008 5]

50 [fg^OaS] tt±«W Lft* 3 tc*fg^tc<fc § fc, *
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) ftBS 2000-29035
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[05] *§^0*6k:fl!iOjdBB»TS«»^OWf

[06] ^mo^^zmiommmm^m^m^com

la, lb «S»#SIE
2 ttftttfift

3 tta

5 mm^it^
6 ear

(72)I»H# ffiffl ffW F £_k(##) 2H089 LA09 MA04X NA14 PA01

*ET&ff»*E$±Brrz:TB3*13^ QA14 RA04 SA17

i


